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Chapter 2 
 Arrangement: the process of organizing materials with respect to their provenance (origin) and 

original order, to protect their context, and to achieve physical and intellectual control over the 
materials. 

 When there is no structure, arrange the materials using provenance and original order. 
o Works for physical records 
o Electronic records are usually used in a provenance way that was useful for their creator and 

are kept that way. 
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 Description: is the creation of an accurate representation of a unit of archival material by the 

process of capturing, collating, analyzing, and organizing information that serves to identify 
archival material and explain the context and records system(s) that produced it.  
o Usually to provide access to records 
o May continue after the creation of a finding aid 

 New information added to it 
o Information about the physical nature, chemicals, etc.  
o Knowing who created the records, in what era, and what place 
o Refer to Describing Archives: A Content Standard (DACS) for more information 

 Content: the actual information in the records 
o What subjects and issues are addressed in the records 

 Context: is the historical or cultural conditions of the time the records were created 
 Provenance: records should be maintained according to their origin and not mixed with records 

created by other agencies or people. 
o I.e. Don't mix the physic teacher's papers with the math teacher's just because they worked 

at the same place. 
 Original order: records should be maintained in the same order established by the person or 

organization that created, accumulated, assembled, or maintained them 
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o Even if the records are of different formats (video, audio, etc.) 
 After arranging records by provenance and original order, records should be described at an 

aggregate or collective level. 
o The original groups they were in (i.e. all correspondences together) 
o Related items are described as a unified whole.  
o Also called "the first level of description" which all records must have 
o Different records may be described at various depths  

 Fonds: the whole of the documents, regardless of form or medium, automatically and organically 
created and/or accumulated and used by a particular individual, family, or corporate body in the 
course of that creator's activities or functions 
o Everyone but the US use this as the first level 
o In the US, different terminology and approaches are used.  

 Manuscript group/collection: papers created by a family/individual 
 Usually described at the "manuscript" group level i.e. Smith Family Papers, 

1992-2005 
 Series level: is a group of records created or maintained in a unit because they 

result from the same activity or function 
 Correspondences, Writings, Homework, Photos, etc.  

 Record group: all the records produced by a government agency or an organization in 
the process of doing its business. 
 Sometimes so few records exist for a group, that they are all described as one 

group 
 Item level: description about individual records 

 NEVER write item level description without information about the series and 
groups above it. Usually only for super important things. 

 Example:  
Manuscript group: Melville Family Papers, 1844-1970 
              Series: Herman Melville Correspondence 

                 Item: Letter from Nathaniel Hawthorne to Herman 
Melville 

 You can describe records at the group and series levels OR just write the administrative history 
and then at the series level (because there are so few records) 

 Assembled collections: a group of records artificially brought together based on a topic (i.e. all the 
documents from all agencies about baseball) 

 The relationship of archival descriptive practice to libraries and museums 
o Physical characteristics:  

 Books usually have relatively the same form/shape and format. Archival maps can be 
paper and on the computer 

o Purpose of creation: 
 Books can stand alone.  
 Archives are about the interplay between the various items in a collection. Archives 

are records of activities done. 
  Museum collections are for research, study collections, exhibitions, and public 

programming. 
o Bibliographic description: 

 Libraries have a well-established method of cataloging  
 Archives are in their infancy with trying to standardize their descriptions, finding aids, 

etc.  
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 Poorly if at all defined in a museum since research is not the purpose of their 
collections. 

 A repository may hold a library, archives, and a museum and each of them will need their own 
type of descriptive practices. 

 Archival control: helps you decide what should be described archivally. 
o Being old doesn't make you archival material.  
o Must be proof of an activity!  

 Your book collection is a library, but your journals are archives. 
 A descriptive program should consider:  

o Who uses the archives? 
o What do users want? 
o Why do users want it? 
o How do users go about getting it? 

 Answers to these questions will "influence the types of access tools provided, the level of 
description, type of subject, topic, or provenance-based access provided, delivery methods, such 
as published guides, online catalogs, or encoded finding aids"  

 See pages 126-130 for samples of arrangement patterns 
 

Archival Principles of Arrangement 
By T.R. Schellenberg 

Notes 
2010-09-25 

  
 A collection should be understood in whole, not by it's parts.  

o You can't write a description without knowing about the collection as a whole. 
 Three levels of record units: 

o The very large: consisting of either groups of public papers or collections of private papers 
o The intermediate: subgroups and subseries 
o The small: individual documents or aggregations of documents which are fastened together 

like in a binder 
 Groups: term for public/corporate papers 
 Collections: for individual/family papers 
 Principles of arrangement: provenance and original order 
 Things to accomplish in arranging records:   

 preserve evidential values 
 Most collections are organically created  

 Except assembled collections (gathered usually by topic) 
 Usually impartial  

 Quality of the evidence is higher because it's organic/impartial since 
it was created as a natural process of doing business 

 Content of the evidence that was the actions taken in creating the 
records (/evidence) 
 I.e. government records 

 Also usually authentic  
 Make them accessible for use 

 Must be arranged and described 
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Provenance 
 Simply provides that records should be grouped according to the nature of the institution that has 

accumulated them. 
o I.e. Keep health department records separate from the CIA records 

 Groups and subgroups 
o All records in their units should be kept intact. 
o Do not merge records from one unit to another unit. 
o Records are often mashed together or rearranged before they're taken to the archives. 

 For example, when the clerk gathers the records of the office, they might mash the 
boss' records in with the lowest worker 

o Historians like to mix records up by subject instead of leaving them in their original order 
o Keep records from a unit together and not in separate repositories (I wonder if this is why 

every president gets their own library?) 
 Series 

o Are usually created in the course of performing a particular kind of action (ex: letter writing) 
o Series have greater meanings than individual items within them 
o Don't combine different series 

  
Original Order 
 Series within groups 

o When you have a bunch of series (correspondences, publications, photos, etc.), it doesn't 
matter which series go in front of each other in the box.  
 I did it alphabetically at the museum since that was easiest to look through. 

o The key issue is accessibility and findability 
 Items within a series 

o Organic values 
 Usually it doesn't matter and doesn't reveal anything new about the activities that 

created the record items. 
 But it may reveal how a friendship blossomed, how an idea was formed, etc. 
 If it's a manuscript portions, rearranging them can destroy their overall meaning so 

don't pull the sections apart!!! 
o Informational values 

 When original order doesn't matter so much 
 Contains facts, used a lot in research 

  
  

Disrespecting Original Order 
By Frank Boles 

Notes 
2010-09-25 

  
 Original order sometimes doesn't work with small, personal collections  
 Archivist try to arrange papers in a way that was both used by the creator and will be useful for 

future users. 
 Lucile M. Kane wrote in A Guide to the Care and Administration of Manuscripts that original order 

is useful, but you need to keep in mind that there are future users of these records too.  
o I.e. don't keep the papers in original order if it makes them inaccessible to everyone else. 
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 In Modern Manuscripts Library by Ruth B. Bordin and Robert M. Warner, they argue that original 
order is just one method of organizing.  
o For personal papers, they are often best organized chronologically since that is how they 

were experienced in the life of the creator 
 There is dissent towards original order by government archivists too 

o European archivists pre-WW2 realized that sometimes government agencies just sent you a 
mixed box of papers which should be rearranged in a completely new way since it made no 
sense otherwise. 

 Original order should be tried for, but if it doesn't make sense for this collection, don't do it.  
 Why keep original order then?  

o Practical  
 Often works 
 Economical: archivists don't have to rearrange things 

o Theoretical 
 Historical 

 Reveals information about the creator and/or organization they came from 
 Evidential value 

 Archival 
 Provenance  

 Respects the creator's thought processes and organizational structure 
 Often the creator of records may not be the person who filed them, therefore their original order 

doesn't matter. 
o The value is in the content of the records themselves 

 A new system needs to be created but it will take a long time for it to go into effect and will need 
to address situations such as small, personal collections. 

 The simpler the arrangement, the greater it's usefulness.  
o Usability should trump original order 
o By respecting the original creator's arrangement, you may make them completely 

inaccessible which does them a disservice to the creator in that their records can't be found 
and used.  (my argument about why it's stupid to have super rare books that can't even be 
opened for fear of cracking their spines so nobody gets to use them) 
  

Archival Arrangement--Five Different Operations at Five Different Levels 
By Oliver W. Holmes 

Notes 
2010-09-25 

  
 Why archives aren't rearranged: 

o Expensive 
o No one can decide the best system  
o Lose meanings and relationships between objects that were previously established 

(hopefully by the creator or someone who knew about the usage of the records) 
 Arrangement becomes then, for the records of any one agency, the task of determining and 

verifying the original order, filling and labeling of the archives containers to reflect it, and shelving 
of the containers in the established order. 

 It gets very complicated to arrange archives because 
o Overall arrangement policies involving the grouping of agency records 
o Controls to implement these policies 
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 "arrangement" covers several different types of operations, of varying degrees of difficulty, 
depending in large part on the level at which they are being carried out. 
  

The Levels of Arrangement 
 The five levels of arrangement:  

1. Arrangement at the depository level—the breakdown of the depository's complete 
holdings into a few major divisions on the broadest common denominator possible and the 
physical placement of holdings of each such major division to best advantage in the 
building's stack areas. This major division of holdings is usually reflected in parallel 
administrative units (divisions or 
branches in the depository organization that are given responsibility for these major 
groupings). 

2. Arrangement at the record group and subgroup levels—the breakdown of the holdings of 
an administrative division or branch (as these may have been established on the first level) 
into record groups and the physical placement of these in some logical pattern in stack 
areas assigned to the division or branch. This level should include the identification of 
natural subgroups and 
their allocation to established record groups. 

3. Arrangement at the series level—the breakdown of the record group into natural series and 
the physical placement of each series in relation to other series in some logical pattern. 

4. Arrangement at the filing unit level—the breakdown of the series into its filing unit 
components and the physical placement of each component in relation to other 
components in some logical sequence, a sequence usually already established by the agency 
so that the archivist merely verifies and accepts it. 

5. Arrangement at the document level—the checking and arranging, within each filing unit, of 
the individual documents, enclosures and annexes, and individual pieces of paper that 
together comprise the filing unit and the physical placement of each document in relation to 
other documents in some accepted, consistent order. 

 The above five steps refer to the arrangement of the records themselves, independently of their 
containers.  

 They establish the order or sequence in which records ought to be placed in containers and in 
which the containers ought to be labeled and shelved. 

 When all these steps have been completed the archival holdings of a depository may be said to be 
under control. 
o Is necessary to have most of these steps done in order to create finding aids. 

  
Arrangement at the Depository Level 
 First, you must establish an even higher level which is a division that arranges the records in an 

order that makes them accessible.  
o This level means "where are you going to place all the records from the CIA vs the 

Agricultural vs the White House records?" because you may have the records for hundreds 
of agencies. 

o You need to know the physical divisions that will be in place. These divisions may be:  
1.  On a chronological basis, the breaks often coming at major changes in the 

organization of government (as in Latin American countries, where one usually finds 
at least a colonial section and a national-period section, with sometimes an 
independence-period section sandwiched between) ; 
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2. On a hierarchical basis, according to major organizational divisions of government (as 
in the National Archives, where administrative divisions were first organized around 
the records of one or two major departments along with the records of related 
independent agencies, although through the years these boundaries keep changing) ; 

3. On the basis of levels of government (as central and local); or 
4. Some combination of the above. 

 Other considerations may be: special storage needed (maps, video, etc.), reference frequency 
activities of the records, security needs, personnel needed to manage them 
  

Arrangement at the Record Group Level 
 Second, you must decide what agencies and offices are represented by records and identify all 

records as belonging to which and only one agency. 
 We separate the records of each department into a record group to be more manageable.  
 Collective Record Groups: records of small but independent agencies are grouped with the agency 

which they primarily work with 
o The National Archives and Records Services has about 350 overall groups 

 Records can only be physically placed in one location, so they can only be assigned to one place.  
 Subgroups should be established and kept in order when arranging and then described at this 

level.  
  

Arrangement of Series within the Record Group 
 This level and below are the most time-consuming.  
 In the National Archives, record groups average 3,000 cubic feet each (500 4 drawer file cabinets). 
 The person working at this level must know the history, context, and the business practices of the 

creator of the records 
o Only through this will the archivist be able to put the records in a logical order that 

accurately reflects the creator 
 If possible, the archivist should go onsite to the creator's holdings of the records before the 

transfer so they can see how the files were arranged there. 
 Next, identify the series.  

o A true series is composed of similar filing units arranged in a consistent pattern within which 
each of the filing units has it proper place.  
 The series has a beginning and it has an end, and everything between has a certain 

relationship.  
 The pattern may be a simple one—alphabetical, numerical, or chronological—or a 

complex one, as, for example, annual reports arranged first by years, then by States, 
and then by counties within States. 

 As long as a pattern is being repeated, we still have a single series. 
 May be one file.  
 Sometimes all you have are files that are about the same subject that shouldn't be 

separated out otherwise.  
 Ex: all your research and case studies for your Little House book paper should be 

kept together.  
 Complications factors: 

1. Changes in the organizations  
2. Changes in the functions; 
3. Changes in the filing schemes;  
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4. The existence of records from one or more predecessor agencies that have not been, or 
have been only partially, incorporated into records series created by the later agency;  

5. Records that have been reclassified or otherwise reorganized for proper reasons, that have 
been incompletely reorganized (some ambitious scheme not carried through to 
completion), or that have been merely tampered with by would be "methodizers" before 
being transferred to the archives depository. 

  
Arrangement of Filing Units within Series 
 May be single documents or items which are assembled together (i.e. staples, paperclips, etc.) 
 Must make sure at this level that records are in the order that they should be in.  

o If these records were meant to be in ABC order, make sure they all are within their folders. 
 Should be done when boxing and relabeling.  

o Try to do as many steps at once that you can, in other words.  
 Sometimes you need to rearrange files from the order that was given to you.  

o Ex: NC gave you all their files for each county. They're arranged by year. However, they 
should be arranged by county so you don't have to run to 100 different folders to get all the  
reports for Wake County.  

  
Arrangement of Documents with File Units 
 You can't rearrange bound volumes. They're fixed.  
 Before WWI and the advent of paper clips, staples, etc. people folded related files together. 

o You would have the letter and all it's enclosed attachments folded together so that the 
letter was on the outside.  

o You probably shouldn't flatten these records unless someone wants them because excessive 
handling could harm the records.  

 Microfilming records without arranging them first means that it'll be difficult if not impossible to 
find stuff in the microfilm later on.  
o Easier to sort the originals than trying to puzzle it out by looking at microfilm.  

 This step is usually only done if you're flattening and microfilming.  
  
Boxing, Shelving, and Labeling 
 These steps can be done by underlings (aka non-archivists) 
 Boxing 

o Only loose papers are boxed (put into archival containers and then shelved) 
o Do not overpack 
o Try to divide the files at natural boundary lines instead of having part one in box A and part 

two in box B. 
o Try to keep one series per box. 
o Put the beginning and ending file numbers on the label. 

 Shelving 
o Can mostly be done by laborers with a little oversight 
o Check for items that can't withstand being placed on their end 
o Make appropriate notes and place them to indicate where special items (oversized, too 

delicate, etc.) have been moved if they're not in their proper order on the shelves 
 Labeling 

o Two kinds: 
 On the containers 

 Must show: 
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 Name and number of the record group 
 Name of any subgroup 
 Name of the series 
 Particular contents of the box 

 End of the shelving rows 
  

Reporting Arrangement Results in Writing 
 Archival instruments: 

1.  Depository level—an administrative issuance. 
2.  Record group level—a record group registration statement or summary for each 

established record group. 
3.  Series level—an inventory of the record group in which each series appears as a numbered 

entry. 
4.  Filing unit level—checklists of filing units for important series. These checklists are 

sometimes, for very long and important series, offered as separate documents, but more 
often they are presented as appendixes to inventories of the record groups. Very short 
series and series of lesser importance are deemed sufficiently accounted for in the inventory 
itself. 

 On the document level a written statement is not normally produced to reflect arrangement. 
 These are produced not only as a recording of what you did but also serve as finding aids.  

  
 


